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A study was designed to (1) compare two types of reliability in the observation

of teachers behavior, (2) explore the relationship between observer reliability and

the validity of their systematic classroom observations, and (3) investigate the

effects of training, observer beliefs, and the passage of time on reliability and

vahdity estimates. Subjects were 32 experienced elementary school teachers, lb of

whom attended five 2-hour training sessions in the use of the Teacher Practices

Observation Record (TPOR) and all of whom took the Personal Beliefs Inventory and

the Teacher Practices Inventory to measure beliefs. Both groups viewed two films of

classroom teacher behavior and used the TPOR to record observed behavior twice.

once 10 weeks after training and again 10 weeks after that. Reliability coefficients

were computed for between-observer agreement and within-observer agreement (the

stability of an observer's response over time). These and criterion validity

coefficients were used as responses in linear multiple regression analysis. Conclusions

were that if observers share a common perceptual framework (as these did),

between-observer agreement can be achieved easily with little or no training, but

within-observer reliability is difficult to achieve. Therefore , training should focus on

establishing the reliability of the individual observer. (JS)
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Introduction

All systems of classroom observation share one common element:

their dependence upon the observers who use them. Too often, little

attention has been given to procedures used in training observers

and the methods by which data is computed and reported in regard to

observer reliability and validity. Yet without an estimation of the

accuracy and relevancy of observation data collected, little confidence

can be placed in the findings they produce.

Problem

The purposes of the study were (1) to compare two types of relia-

bility in the observation of teachers' behavior, (2) to explore the

relationship between observer reliability and the validity of their

systematic classroom observations and (3) to investigate the effects

of training, measured observer beliefs, and the passage of time on

reliability and validity estimates.

Procedures

Instrumentation. Scores obtained by the employment of an

()observation system, the Teacher Practices Observation Record (TPOR),
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were used to establish reliability and validity estimates. The TPOR

is a 62-item sign system which measures the instructional practices

of a teacher in terms of agreement-disagreement with John Dewey's

experimentalism. The observation is recorded during a 30-minute

session which is divided into three ten-minute observation and marking

periods; each of the sixty-two items is to be considered and then

checked if the described behavior occurs during the period. Thus the

observer is required to make 186 discriminations as to the presence

or absence of the described practices during the total observation

period. From the observation a descriptive record of teaching behavior

can be reported in the form of a numerical score ranging from 0 to 186.

A TPOR score of 93 or above indicates teacher behavior in greater

agreement than disagreement with experimentalism, below that to be in

greater disagreement than agreement.

Through recognition that observer biases and subjectivity will

color records of classroom behavior, two instruments were used to

measure the beliefs of subjects used as observers. The Personal

Beliefs Inventory (PBI) and Teacher Practices Inventor (TPI)1 were

developed to be used in conjunction with the Teacher Practices

Observation Record and measure fundamental philosophic and educational

beliefs. High scores indicate agreement with experimentalism; low

scores indicate rejection of Dewey's philosophy.

1For an account of the development of these instruments and the
Teacher Practices Observation Record, see Bob Burton Brown. The
Experimental Mind-in Education. New York: Harper and Row, 1968.
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The subjetts of the stady tti. eXid ,enced

female elementary. Leachers selected trum a rural Fforida couty,

Sixteen of the subjects were tra ned in t.:he use of the cdoservation

system; they comprised the trained group. The sixteen temanLng

subjects received no training,

Training. Procedures. The training s,f sbservers cnsisted of five

two-hour training sessions held over a tout-week period; films of

teachers in unrehearsed classroom situations were used for training

purposes. Provision was made to give observe 6 immediate t_:-; &Jack on

agreement. Efforts were made by the tralner to encourage the observer

subjects (1) to achieve agreement in their responses t tne observa-

tion instrument and (2) to record behavior in terns of the theoretical

basis of the instrument.

Data Collection. Two films or classroom teacher behavior A and

B) were used for data collection purposes, Each group of subjects

viewed the two films and recorded the observed behavior twice, once

approximately ten weeks after training nad been completed and then

again ten weeks after the first viewing session The TPOR scores

obtained in the two viewing sessions were used in the anal sis f.)f the

data.

azILL,Laaly, The data were first used to compute two Lypes

of reliability coefficients: (1) Between-observer, the c4greement

between observers of the same teacher behsc4ior and computed as a

percent of agreement. This coefficient is a ratio of the number of

responses to which observers agree to the ts,tal numbef of responses

possible, and 2) Within-observer, the stab lity of an individuai

observer's responses to the same behav or .over a per od oi time,
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These coettic ents were computed by techn.gez deve1.4)Ld by

2Mendenhall, and Beavet, in addition, .:titetion vaId ty

were developed by comparing observers' sctes with

Criterion scores were compostie scores 9,v.en the flimz 01 r_tainer

and the author of the Teacher Practices Observation Rectd rhe

validity coefficient Was computed using tne same prt,:c1.1tes az tne

within-observer reliability coefficient

The coefficients established by these pr,:)cedures were used as

responses in linear multiple regression analysis to inveztiga e the

effects of training, the effects of measured beliers and tnE ertects

of time on the reliability and validity oi observeIs' oi)setvaton

scores. Lastly, the relationships between the validity coeff_cients

and reiiability of observations wete exam _nect,

Findings

Between-Observer Rel iabiCoefficients Between-obse:vet

reliability coefficients were computed ror each film tot each

viewing and for the variables under investigation, the ertects of

training and measured beliefs,and are reported in Table t , These

coefficients ranging from ,77 to ,86 a-,ce comparable with thse

reported for other observation instruments and are remarkabiy

uniform. The single identifiable genelai trend was that unti=*ned

observers achieved slightly higher coetricienLs than ttainect observers.

2 Bob Burton Brown, William Mendenhall, and Robett Beet,
"The Reliability of Observations of Teatiers' Classroom Bena'..il
Journal of Ex errimental Education, 36:i-10, Spring, 1968.



TABLE

BETWEEN-OBSERVER REL1ABiL1TY ala-FICLENTS

Film A
Viewing I

Film A
Viewing 2

Ttained ObserveLs

LjW*
Beiief
SccI:e6

Highs
Belief
Scores

r41:

Film B
Viewing I ,82 ,82

.81 .81
Film B

Viewing 2

81

*This is a relat.Lve classification

5

0.1petvers

H_TO*
; Total

04.....iLttz..,

N-8

60

,84 86

w1LhIn rh e go::ups;

jects belief scores fell within a fai.Ifly narrow T6n4&.

r Nz,l6

A30

382
71.177Ir

,83

,84

sub-

Also the trained observers' agreement tended to de4,te,i,se sightly

over time. The variable of beliefs seemed to have n eftect, and

train.,,ng had precious little effect, on agteement betwen observers.

Clearly, for the Teacher Practices_Ob-servatin Fe,:tdi neither

training nox beliefs have a grear., effes:t betw=z.en-Libseliibr

agxeemnt. It col_Ild be that tralm.ng was ineffctual ''ontributing

to between-observer agreement- Ett'Dxts weLe made t:lin.,ng sessions

to encourage observers to record behavLot* in terms 7): ,rie theretical

basis of the Instrument, even at the eKpervoe ot laczt,,astlig agreement.
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This might have counterbalanced any Lenden,-;1 r,he rid goap

to reach higher agreement than the un -ned group ArlD'Jw:: ta.:1.;Dr

whch could well have affected these tests was the

themselves, The members of both gr3ups wete remazkedly to

one another in beliefs, sex, occupation ad, geneal, shc4(::d the

same socio-economic background. The uf.. giou;? .,Jserts

shared so many attitudes and com=n experiences they t nded

perceive behavior in much the same frame of referew:e Th, f'zic

them, a consensus in the perception of teachit-Ig b.ahavl.t had been

achieved by environmental factors long beffe the

films. A third factor which may account for the simiLatty of

agreement in both trained and untrained groups is the observation

instrament itself. The Teacher Practices Observation Record was

designed to be used by untrained observers; in its development, only

items .which-described behavior in clear andconcise.terms were

included in the final form. Thus, the composition of-the instrument

itself leads to agreement of responses of observers who share similar

perceptual frameworks.

Within-Observer Reliabilit Coefficients Thr3ugh the comparison

of responses of each observer to each film for the first and second

viewings, individual within-observer coefficients, thre stability of

an observers scores, were developed and can .be found. in Table 2: The

coefficients range from ,34 to .77 for the trained group and from

.41 to .90 for the untrained group. Mean within-observer coefficients

for trained and untrained groups were very uniform and are shown in

Table 3. No variables could be identified which would even partially
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TABLE 2

WITHIN-OBSERVER RELIABILITY COEFEICIENTS

Obseiver
ID No.

Trained

Fiim B g

Ob6eLver
ID N. E F km BFilm A

MENLIMMITIMMILICAIMIIITM.4111.117.,=......r= (M.=

1 .65 .73 6 b3

2 .64 .77 r.
38 58 .61

3 .42 .60 39

8 .37 .34 40 2 .;I

9 .73 .70 .53

10 .57 .72 42

13 .63 AI 41 bi 52

15 .60 ,13 44

19 .68 .48 45 53

21 .46 .56 46 54 55

24 .59 .67 4/ `7 I 48

25 .54 .62 48

28 .63 .12 49 -6)

29 .59 51 50 .64

31 .52 .57 51 .60 ,62

34 .47 .56 52 4. .15.-
account for the wide variance between individuai c.petflents- There

is no question that observers do va/y greatly in che

which they respond to teaching behaviot over time; howet,e the vari-

ables of training and beliefs did not seem to Influence t.,.h.Ls lity

for the subjects under investigation. The on y

seem to affect the within-observer reliabiL_ty coetCLa.lent

film itself. Observers responded in a more sbe mruiie im B

than to Film A.

Criterion Vall....s.IttlLat.tats. vaid4.ty cents

for each film for each session were computed and are xe.p:r,-ed



TABLE 3

MEAN WITHIN-OBSERVER RELIABILiTY COKF1CiENTS

Trained Observers

Low High
Belief Belief
Scores Scores

U.14:-LiA-nE!d

8

T
g

H1,qn

i

Be21eL i IS-.:.:c.,-.2c r-A;,51

Scorta 1 S.7.res

Film A ,59

Film B -60

N 8

61)

66

N-16

-59

63

Table 4. Mean coefficients appeat in Table S The cti vdity

coefficients for these subjects were low witn wide vablLit.y: Wath-

in these general limitations v riables wete identifid wn.n

account for a statistically significant amount of the between

coefficients. The multiple regression analysis indaed tna tne

interaction of training and belief variables aftec:ted tme v:11:L.ty of

subjects observations, The effects of training on obse_rvets 111. e in

agreement with experimentalism had a tendency to ptoduce tirghe t. valid-

ity coefficients. This effect decreased ovet time- The tLning of

observers less in agreement with experimentalism had a sIghtLy

negative effect on validity. This effect increased over time

cp_mEaLts_Lan_yCoefficients, A comp.txtison was made z-:t tne reia-

tionship between the validity coefficients and the witni.--bseel

reliability coefficients. A significant .reiationshIp wa identit ed;



TABLE 4

CRITERION-OBSERVER VALIDIn COEFFICIENTS

'1)

R

47,
e-cay
4

s.4

al

> .

$4 0
0 Z
01

OH

Film

Trained

B

1,4

el)
17) Q

.--4 0

M
41Q0-1

Elim A

rsA

0,
-4

...
A;
..

A Film

v.--!

M
0

-b-1

3
(1)

>

N
M
0

-r4

3
(I)

>

r-i

M
0

3
a)

>

N
M
0

3
a)

>

-4

,,,
,-.1

0.)

-4>

1 .54 .42 .36 .39 37 :35 5u 36 .24

£54 .46 61 .66 38 .28 >1
....)4 4 Z .42

3 .32 .21 .28 .32 39 .41 .20 -26

8 .29 .29 .24 .32 40 .30 ,5'., .40 .55

9 .68 .54 .25 £43 41 .31 ,32 .:.L0 _40

10 .35 .46 .39 .46 42 .41 .52 , 4 3 . 4 7

13 .32 .24 .41 .23 43 .3 7 .59 .31

15 .53 .42 .49 .39 44 .32 ,40 -.-.3 ,38

19 .35 .34 .29 .17 45 .44 .34 44 .33

21 .45 .2(,) .43 .34 46 ,30 ..36 .4 ,34

24 .48 .36 .41 .49 47 .19 .38 ."' .34

25 .25 .31 .41 .42 48 .35 .42

28 .59 .56 .54 .49 49 38 .40 -32 ,42

29 .36 .47 .37 .41 50 .45 24 ,26 ,20

31 .41 .25 .31 .21 51 .35 .38 ,25 .36

34 .42 .32 .23 .22 52 ,35 -28 ,29 31

observers who are more consistent in their recording 01 bsetvations

of the same behavior over a period of time also tend to lithke trIre

valid observations. This relationship is slightly accenLudted Lt

the observer has been trained.

Conclusions

For those who gather classroom behaviotal data, tht.)lagh syst.E.quatic

obsenration, between-observer reliability needs c ose



TABLE 5

MEAN CRITERION - OBSERVER VALIDiTY COEFFIEN11:1,

Film A
Viewing 1

Film A
Viewing 2

Film B
Viewing 1.

Film B
Viewing 2

Trained Observets,,
Low High

BeLief Belief
Scores Scores

N=8 N=8

. 40 .46 .43

. 34 .42 .38

lintra.:L

Sco.:-es

N 8

4i

, 40

1

;

. 39 .36 .38 i

I

g

1

1

. 40 .38 .39 I 6

L

39

34

3

The classic method of obtaining dependable ev dence oi wh ticipeflb

in a classroom has been to train observet to use some yj

observation instrument, rating scale or check list. rhe pclme

pose of training has been to achieve agreement betwen ;.oer-,erz:, as

to the behaviors they are recording. Thus when the time ,ar/Ivi.

that observers can agree on what to label, the behaviur undE.t qior

they are considered trained and dependable to gather accurth.te and

relevant information. Tha data suggest that this Is tar flow case.

If one can find observers who share common perceptual tramewuxs,

agreement can be achieved easily, with iittLe or no L4:arning, 1 t: is



possible by selectng a fairly uniform samp finri

can easily agree, but to get them to observe behavi.D/

particular theoretical framework is a t,ir moe dift

Within-observer reliability would sm d tar mo

concept for both practical and theoretca Obsa

classroom behavior are expensive and t.Ltite onum..ng me pr.,;cur-

ing data. It is d fficult and prohibitive n cost t.) ff! than

one observer into a classroom to collect data. Therer t II

observer remain consistent in recording behavi!..)i as he 1n7.

classroom to classroom is of more importanc.e than cila

agreement with other observers at some point in tj,me,

records data in a manner relevant to the Instrument he Is :r1g

This leads to the problem of the validity of the obst,zcvations

he makes. It would seem from the literature devoted t.,) systematic,

classroom observation that validity has been assumed to be a:AlIeved

automatically with between-observer agreement, If problems

observer validity have been entertained, they have not been repotted.

No one seems to have squarely faced the factors involved in the valid-

ity of classroom observations--do they really measute what t.hey

propose to measure?

The study has made an approach to answering the question by

attempting to establish criterion validity of observations or teach-

ing behavior. The training procedures used were regrettably leas

then effective, yet it seems, a step in the tight direction The

priwary purpose of training should be to establish the vatA_tty ot

the observer; the data indicates that, with val d ty, within-Jbserver

reliability will follow.


